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ABSTRACT

An apparatus for treating a heart valve apparatus includes at least two anchoring elements designed to be anchored at the annulus and/or heart wall of the valve to be treated. Each anchoring element has a support surface. At least one linking element includes a central branch and two curved side branches, one of which is designed to be engaged on the support surface of an anchoring element, while the other is designed to be engaged on the support surface of another anchoring element, the linking element then being designed to be pivoted to a position such that the anchoring elements interconnect and in which the ends of the central branch are located in the vicinity of the support surfaces.
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[0002] The present invention relates to apparatus and methods for treating a heart valve, such as a mitral heart valve. The treatment in question may include performing an annuloplasty, i.e., reducing an annular distension or reinforcing the annulus of a normal or abnormal valve.

[0003] The annulus of a heart valve may, over time, undergo a distension that leads to poor coaptation of the valves, resulting in a loss of effective sealing of the valve.

[0004] To treat this condition, it is known that an annuloplasty can be done, i.e., the annulus can be recalibrated by means of an implant that is set in place over it.

[0005] The annuloplasty implant can be a prosthetic ring attached to the native valve annulus. However, existing implants of this type and their corresponding implantation techniques have the disadvantage of involving open-heart surgery.

[0006] The annuloplasty implant can also be a deformable elongate element that can be introduced by means of a catheter with a minimally invasive vascular approach, then delivered by the catheter and attached near the valve annulus before being retracted circumferentially. Existing annuloplasty implants of this type, and their corresponding implantation techniques, as well as the systems using the coronary sinuses, are not entirely satisfactory for recalibrating the annulus.

[0007] A percutaneous procedure that utilizes a catheter is another technique for implanting a prosthetic heart valve. Until now, percutaneously implanting an implant on the mitral valve of a heart has been difficult because the annulus of a mitral valve is elastic and may distend when a prosthetic valve is implanted percutaneously.

SUMMARY

[0008] Embodiments of the invention include anchoring elements designed to be anchored at the annulus of the valve to be treated and/or in the heart wall next to the annulus in such a way that they are spaced apart from each other, said anchoring elements each having a support surface, and at least one linking element comprising a central branch and two curved side branches, and systems and methods using such combinations of elements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The schematic drawings attached represent, in non-limiting fashion, one embodiment of an apparatus and method of the invention.

[0010] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of two anchoring elements and one linking element before implantation of the anchoring elements and before placement of the connecting element on the anchoring elements;

[0011] FIG. 2 is a side view after implantation of the anchoring elements and before placement of the connecting element on the anchoring elements;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a side view of the linking element on an enlarged scale;

[0013] FIG. 4 is a top view of the linking element;

[0014] FIG. 5 is a view similar to that in FIG. 1 after the linking element has been placed on the anchoring elements, with the linking element thus creating an interconnection of the anchoring elements; and

[0015] FIG. 6 is a view similar to that of FIG. 2 after the linking element has been placed on the anchoring elements.

[0016] FIGS. 7A-C are views of the catheter for placing the anchoring elements.

[0017] FIG. 8 is a view during implantation of the anchoring elements of the catheter for placing the anchoring elements.

[0018] FIGS. 9A and 9B are views of the catheter for placing the linking element.

[0019] FIG. 10 is a view during implantation of the linking element of the catheter for placing the linking element.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0020] Preferably, one of the side branches extends at the level of one end of the central branch, on one side of the central branch, and the other side branch extends at the level of the other end of the central branch, on the opposite side of the central branch. One of said side branches may be engaged on the support surface of an anchoring element while the other side branch is engaged on the support surface of another anchoring element. Preferably, the linking element is pivotable in an axis perpendicular to the central branch to cause the side branches to slide along the respective support surfaces up to a position in which the anchoring elements interconnect and in which the ends of the central branch are located in the vicinity of said support surfaces.

[0021] Treatment of a heart valve may be accomplished by implanting at least two anchoring elements in the annulus of the valve to be treated and/or in the heart wall next to this annulus, then interconnecting the two anchoring elements by a linking element. The interconnection may be effected by bringing the side branches of the linking element into engagement with the support surfaces of the two anchoring elements and then causing this linking element to pivot in such a way as to bring the ends of the central branch near the respective support surfaces of the anchoring elements.

[0022] Such apparatus enables two distant anchoring elements to be connected to hold the two areas of tissue in which the anchoring elements are implanted with respect to each other, in a relatively simple and rapid manner. Embodiments of the invention are not limited to two anchoring elements and one linking element. For example, the embodiments may include two, three, four or more anchoring elements and one or more than one linking element, linked in a series with two ends or in a closed loop.

[0023] After implantation, a phenomenon known as "encapsulation," i.e., formation of a cicatricial fibrosis around the anchoring elements and/or the linking element, preferably occurs, ensuring that the linking element is held in position.

[0024] Preferably, the apparatus also includes a catheter for inserting and placing the linking element percutaneously, including structure for positioning the linking element that allows the side branches to come into engagement with the support surfaces of the anchoring elements, and structure for pivotably entraining the linking element.

[0025] The positioning and pivoting entrainment structure may, for example, include a mandrel engaged in a sheath which can pivot with respect to the sheath. The mandrel
preferably has, at the level of its distal end, a diametrical groove that tightly receives the central branch of a linking element such that there is a reversible link between the mandrel and the linking element. The mandrel can be slid axially with respect to the sheath in order to extract the side branches out of the sheath. Then, after engagement of the side branches on the support surfaces, the mandrel is pivoted to effect the pivoting of the connecting element and hence the interconnection in the aforesaid manner. The mandrel can then be moved back relative to the sheath so as to be separated from the central branch.

[0026] Preferably, the apparatus also includes structure for enabling two anchoring elements to be implanted at a predetermined distance from each other.

[0027] This structure may include an implantation catheter, configured to place a first anchoring element and to place a second anchoring element, positioned with respect to each other. Such a catheter can, for example, place the first and second anchoring elements in two holes that have been previously created in the tissue. The two holes, each of which allows engagement of a mandrel for placement of an anchoring element, are spaced at a predetermined distance from each other.

[0028] In the case where two anchoring elements are placed at a predetermined distance from each other, the length of the central branch of the linking element may be equal to the predetermined distance. The linking element then provides maintenance of the two anchoring elements according to that predetermined distance so that the apparatus prevents the valve annulus from undergoing additional distension, or enables a mitral valve to be rendered non-elastic, for example, instead of placing a prosthetic heart valve.

[0029] The central branch can also have a smaller length than the predetermined distance, so that the linking element, when set in place, brings the two anchoring elements to which it is connected closer together. Such apparatus can effect a contraction of the heart annulus and hence an annuloplasty.

[0030] Preferably, at least one of the branches extends substantially in a plane oriented obliquely with respect to the lengthwise axis of the central branch.

[0031] In such embodiments, the free end of at least one side branch is thus located at a distance from the lengthwise axis, in a direction perpendicular to the lengthwise axis, such that it can be engaged on the corresponding support surface of an anchoring element while the central branch is at a distance from the anchoring element. This distance facilitates engagement of the lateral branches on the respective support surfaces of the anchoring elements. Moreover, the inclination of the branch can contribute to ensuring that the linking element is held in the interconnection position.

[0032] The side branches are preferably of identical lengths so that their ends are diametrically opposite each other.

[0033] Advantageously, at least one side branch may extend over an arc delimited by radii that form an angle of approximately 60° to 180° between them. The side branch is preferably of a substantial length, thereby ensuring that it is kept perfectly in engagement with the support surface on which it is engaged.

[0034] The length of at least one side branch may be such that the free end of the side branch is located in the extension of the lengthwise axis of the central branch.

[0035] Preferably, at least one side branch has an inclination and/or length such that, in the interconnection position, its free end engages in a corresponding cavity in the anchoring element. This engagement reinforces the holding of the side branch in the interconnection position relative to the anchoring element, thus generating a holding effect.

[0036] When at least one anchoring element is formed with a helically wound wire, as described below, the free end of the side branch preferably engages between two turns of the anchoring element.

[0037] The free end of at least one side branch is preferably sharp in order to facilitate its penetration into the cavity of the anchoring organ.

[0038] Advantageously, the linking element may have at least one receptacle between one end of the central branch and the corresponding end of a side branch, said receptacle being designed to receive and retain the support surface when the linking element is in the interconnection position. Hence, the linking element may be held in the interconnection position.

[0039] In embodiments, the linking element is made by shaping a single wire and the receptacle is created by shaping the wire in a hollow fashion between the respective ends of the central branch and the corresponding side branch.

[0040] In embodiments, at least one anchoring element has an extending part designed to extend out from the tissue after implantation of an anchoring element, the extending part being created by helical winding of a wire and having at least one turn through which one of the two side branches of the linking element can be engaged. The turn forms a support surface of the anchoring element.

[0041] Preferably, in this case, the turn has a diameter that is greater than the rest of the extending part. The increased diameter facilitates engagement of a side branch of the linking element in this turn.

[0042] At least one anchoring element preferably has an anchoring part designed to be anchored at the annulus of the valve to be treated and/or in the heart wall next to the annulus, said anchoring part being created by helical winding of a wire.

[0043] The anchoring element can thus be relatively easily and quicklyImplanted by screwing into the tissue, and the screwing can be effected percutaneously by way of an appropriate catheter.

[0044] Advantageously, in this case, the anchoring part is formed by several turns whose diameters decrease in the direction of the part of the anchoring element that includes the support surface.

[0045] Because of this reduction in the diameters of the turns in the screwing direction, placement of the anchoring element effects a contraction of the area of the tissue in which the anchoring element is implanted. The contraction ensures solid implantation of the anchoring element and contributes to reducing the annulus diameter.

[0046] Percutaneous procedures preferably include the following steps: implanting at least two anchoring elements at the annulus of the valve to be treated and/or in the heart wall next to the annulus, and interconnecting these two anchoring elements by way of the linking element.

[0047] Such methods may also include the step of implanting at least two anchoring elements at a predetermined distance from each other.

[0048] The methods may include the step of using at least one linking element whose central branch length is less than the predetermined distance.

[0049] FIGS. 1 and 2 depict two anchoring elements 2 and one linking element 3 which are part of an apparatus for treating a heart valve, in particular a mitral heart valve. The
apparatus may also include an implantation catheter 20 (see FIGS. 7A-C and 8) enabling the two anchoring elements 2 to be implanted percutaneously at a predetermined distance from each other, and a catheter 30 (see FIGS. 9A, 9B and 10) for inserting and placing the linking element 3, also percutaneously. The apparatus may include more than two anchoring elements 2 and more than one linking element 3, optionally with the anchoring elements linked in a series of three, four, five, six or more, in a closed loop or open chain configuration, with each internal anchoring element in a series being respectively linked to two adjacent anchoring elements in the same manner as described below.

Each anchoring element 2 of the Figures is comprised of a wound metal wire, and has an anchoring part 2a designed to be inserted into the tissue 100 of the annulus of the valve to be treated and/or the heart wall next to this annulus, and an extending part 2b, designed to extend out from tissue 100 once the anchoring element 2 has been implanted.

The anchoring element 2 in these Figures is formed of three turns whose diameters decrease in the direction of the extending part 2b, and the free end of the wire that terminates the part 2a has a bevel 4 making the end sharp.

The anchoring element 2 is designed to be implanted in the tissue 100 by screwing along its axis, this screwing preferably being effected percutaneously by use of the implantation catheter 20. Due to the reduction in diameter of the turns of part 2a in this screwing direction, placement of the anchoring element 2 causes a contraction 110 of the tissue area 100 in which the anchoring element 2 is implanted, as can be seen in FIG. 2.

The extending part 2b has, in the example shown, on the side of part 2a, two square turns and, on the side opposite this part 2a, a turn 5 with a greater diameter than that of the rest of said extending part 2b. The diameter can preferably be slightly greater than that of the largest turn of part 2a.

The wire that forms anchoring element 2 has, at its terminal part in turn 5, a bevel 6 extending over for example about one-fifth of the circumference of the turn 5, which sharply reduces the thickness of the wire at the free end of the wire. This free end can thus project radically only slightly with respect to turn 5.

The linking element 3 is also preferably formed by a single metal wire, shaped so as to constitute a central branch 10, two curved side branches 11, and two intermediate portions 13 that are intermediate between the central branch 10 and the side branches 11.

The central branch 10, in the example shown, has a shorter length than the predetermined implantation distance of the two anchoring elements 2, so that the linking element 3, when placed, brings the two anchoring elements 2 to which it is connected closer together, as can be seen by comparing FIGS. 2 and 6, which respectively depict the beginning and completion of placement of the linking element of this example.

As shown in FIGS. 1 to 4, the wire of which linking element 3 of these Figures is made has at each end of the central branch 10, two successive bends at right angles to each other. This wire may then be rounded at the intermediate portion 13 to form a receptacle 15 that can receive a turn 5 with a tight fit.

One of the side branches 11 extends from the corresponding intermediate portion 13 on one side of the central branch 10, while the other side branch 11 extends from the other intermediate portion 13, on the opposite side of the central branch 10.

FIG. 3 shows that the side branches 11 may extend substantially in planes P oriented obliquely with respect to the lengthwise axis A of the central branch 10 so that each free end of a side branch 11 is located at a distance from the lengthwise axis A in a direction perpendicular to the lengthwise axis A. FIG. 1 shows that each branch 11 can thus be engaged on the corresponding turn 5 of an anchoring element 2 while the central branch 10 is at a distance from the plane in which the turn 5 extends.

FIG. 4 shows that each side branch 11 may extend over an arc delimited by radii R which form between them an angle of preferably approximately sixty to ninety degrees, so that the length of the side branch 11 is such that the free end of the side branch 11 is in the extension of the lengthwise axis A of the central branch 10.

The free ends of the side branches 11 preferably have bevels 16 that make them sharp and, as shown in FIG. 6, the lengths of the side branches 11 may be such that the free end portions of the side branches 11 can become more or less inserted into the tissue 100 in the interconnection position of the anchoring elements 2 by the linking element 3.

The aforesaid implantation catheter 20 preferably places the two anchoring elements 2 in two holes that have previously been created in the tissue 100 and/or in the heart wall next to the annulus and that are provided at a distance from each other corresponding to the predetermined implantation distance of the two anchoring elements 2. A mandrel 22 may hold and screw a first anchoring element 2, in which the mandrel 22 is engaged, in one of the holes, and a mandrel 24 may hold and screw a second anchoring element 2, which is engaged in the other hole. The implantation catheter 20 may for example implant the two anchoring elements in the tissue and/or in the heart wall next to the annulus from a position that is superior to the annulus. The two holes may be created by a needle arrangement that pierces the tissue and/or heart wall next to the annulus from a position that is inferior to the annulus. For example, the two holes may be created using a third catheter and a needle arrangement, in which each hole is created by piercing the tissue 100 and/or heart wall next to the annulus with a needle from a position that is inferior to the annulus. The third catheter may for example be a wishbone catheter. The implantation catheter 20 may also for example be a wishbone catheter. The holes may also be created using the implantation catheter 20 and a needle arrangement, which may also be used to extend a guidewire through each hole to provide guidance from a position superior to the annulus for the anchoring implantation catheter and the linking element placement catheter.

The catheter 30 for inserting and placing the linking element 3 preferably has a mandrel 32 engaged in a sheath 35, that can pivot with respect to the sheath 35, the mandrel 32 having, at its distal end, a diametrical groove 37 receiving, in a tightly fitting manner, the branch 10 of a linking element 3 such that there is a reversible link between the mandrel 32 and the linking element 3. The mandrel 32 can then be slid axially with respect to the sheath 35 in order to extract the side branches 11 from the sheath 35. Then, after engagement of these side branches 11 on the turns 5 of the anchoring elements 2, the mandrel 32 can be pivoted to effect the pivoting of the linking element 3 and hence the interconnection of the anchoring elements 2. The mandrel 32 can then be moved
back with respect to the sheath 35 in order to be separated from the central branch 10. As shown in FIG. 10, the catheter 30 may insert and place the linking element 3 from a position that is superior to the annulus.

[0064] In practice, the anchoring elements 2 are set in place in the tissue 100 at a predetermined distance from each other, such as by use of said implantation catheter 20, then the linking element 3 is introduced such as by use of the aforesaid insertion and placement catheter 30. The linking element 3 is positioned as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, namely with the free ends 16 of the side branches 11 engaged inside the turns 5. The linking element 3 is then pivoted perpendicular to the central branch 10 so as to slide the side branches 11 along the respective turns 5 until the anchoring elements 2 are in the interconnection position shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, in which the ends of the central branch 10 are located near the turns 5 and the turns 5 are engaged in the respective receptacles 15 in the linking element 3.

[0065] In the interconnection position, the anchoring elements 2 have been brought closer to each other, as shown in FIG. 6, so that the apparatus according to the invention effects a contraction 110 of the valve annulus and hence an annuloplasty.

[0066] Maintenance of the interconnection position may be ensured by reception of the turns 5 in the receptacles 15 as well as by the insertion of the free end portions of the side branches 11 in the tissue 100.

[0067] As apparent from the foregoing, embodiments of the apparatus and methods for treatment of a heart valve, in particular a heart mitral valve, can allow either annuloplasties, when the central branch 10 has a length less than the predetermined implantation distance of the anchoring elements 2, or reinforcement of the valve annulus when the central branch 10 has a length substantially equal to the predetermined distance, in a relatively simple and rapid manner, by a minimally invasive percutaneous procedure.

[0068] The apparatus and methods thus have decisive advantages over existing devices and techniques.

[0069] The apparatus, systems and methods described above with reference to preferred embodiments, are merely examples. It goes without saying that they are not confined to the depicted embodiment. For example, the wire from which an anchoring element 2 is formed can have a circular cross section as shown, or a square or rectangular cross section; the turn 5 can be circular in shape as shown or can have any other shape—elliptical for example; the turn 5 of an anchoring element 2 can be in the shape of a ring, a loop, or any other structure able to form a support surface for the linking element 3, etc.

1-32. (canceled)

33. A method of stabilizing a mitral valve annulus, comprising:
   introducing a delivery catheter percutaneously into a body lumen;
   advancing the delivery catheter through the body lumen to the mitral valve annulus via the aorta;
   delivering an annuloplasty implant through the delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus; and
   implanting the annuloplasty implant at the mitral valve annulus, wherein the implantation of the annuloplasty implant contracts the mitral valve annulus.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein the method is performed on a beating heart.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein the annuloplasty implant comprises a plurality of anchoring elements connected with one or more linking elements.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the anchoring elements comprise a wound metal wire having a first end and a second end, wherein the first end comprises a sharp bevel.

37. The method of claim 35, wherein the linking elements have a length substantially equal to a distance between the anchoring elements.

38. A method for reducing an annular distension of a mitral valve, comprising:
   introducing a delivery catheter percutaneously into a body lumen;
   advancing the delivery catheter through the body lumen to the mitral valve annulus;
   delivering a plurality of anchoring elements through the delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus;
   implanting the plurality of anchoring elements around the mitral valve annulus; and
   connecting the plurality of anchoring elements with one or more linking elements to reduce the annular distension of the mitral valve.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein the method is performed on a beating heart.

40. The method of claim 38, wherein advancing the delivery catheter through the body lumen to the mitral valve annulus comprises advancing the delivery catheter through the aorta.

41. The method of claim 38, wherein advancing the delivery catheter through the body lumen to the mitral valve annulus comprises advancing the delivery catheter from a position superior to the mitral valve annulus.

42. The method of claim 38, wherein the anchoring elements comprise a wound metal wire having a first end and a second end, wherein the first end comprises a sharp bevel.

43. The method of claim 38, wherein the linking elements have a length less than a distance between the anchoring elements.

44. A method of reinforcing a mitral valve annulus, comprising:
   advancing a first delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus through a first body lumen;
   advancing a second delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus through a second body lumen;
   delivering a plurality of anchoring elements through the first delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus;
   implanting the plurality of anchoring elements around the mitral valve annulus; and
   delivering one or more linking elements through the second delivery catheter to the mitral valve annulus, and connecting the plurality of anchoring elements with the one or more linking elements to reinforce the mitral valve annulus.

45. The method of claim 44, wherein the first delivery catheter is advanced through the aorta and wherein the second delivery catheter is advanced from a position superior to the mitral valve annulus.

46. The method of claim 44, wherein the first delivery catheter is advanced from a position superior to the mitral valve annulus and wherein the second delivery catheter is advanced through the aorta.

47. The method of claim 44, wherein implanting the plurality of anchoring elements comprises piercing tissue about the mitral valve annulus such that the anchoring elements
enter a first side of the mitral valve annulus and exit a second side of the mitral valve annulus.

48. The method of claim 44, wherein the method is performed on a beating heart.

49. The method of claim 44, wherein the anchoring elements comprise a wound metal wire having a first end and a second end, wherein the first end comprises a sharp bevel.

50. The method of claim 44, wherein the linking elements have a length substantially equal to a distance between the anchoring elements.

51. The method of claim 44, wherein the linking elements have a length less than a distance between the anchoring elements.